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VECTOR BUNDLES ON COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACES

AND SYSTEMS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. I

PETER F. STILLER

Abstract. This paper establishes and investigates a relationship between the space

of solutions of a system of constant coefficient partial differential equations and the

cohomology ( //' in particular) of an associated vector bundle/reflexive sheaf on

complex projective space. Using results of Grothendieck and Shatz on vector

bundles over projective one-space, the case of partial differential equations in two

variables is completely analyzed. The final section applies results about vector

bundles on higher-dimensional projective spaces to the case of three or more

variables.

1. Introduction. In this paper we prove a series of results which establish that an

interesting and useful connection exists between local problems in approximation

theory, properties of vector bundles on complex projective spaces, and systems of

constant coefficient partial differential equations.

As an enticement to the reader (particularly one unfamiliar with the algebrogeo-

metric machinery), we offer a curious result.

Theorem 1.1. On R", n > 2, consider n constant coefficient partial differential

operators p,(3) having orders d¡ > 1,

*<•>-   ,£   ,'-"»,f'"*g-    «?««.'-'■••••»•
a = (a¡_, a„) 1 "

0 < a/ «; J¡

öj -+- ■ - ■ + an=di

Let D = {f(Xf,..., x„) G <g%, s.t. p,(3)/ = 0,..., /} be the space of W™-functions

on R" annihilated by the n operators (the so-called common null space of the p¡(d)),

then either dim R D = oo or D is finite dimensional with

_      A   A ^ , ..iík + n-1-íd. + •••+d,)\dimRD=  £   £ £ (-1) v  a j,t

A=0  1=0  !</,< ■■• </,«'! \ n — 1 l

where for I = 0 we take ( „_",   ), and where we agree that

Ik + n - 1 -(d) + ••• +d¡)\ ,     ,      /, . \     „
v h J>'    = 0    when k -(dh + ■■■ +dji) < 0.
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538 P. F. STILLER

The second case (when D is finite dimensional) is the generic case occurring on an open

dense set of choices for the p,(3). Essentially, the exceptional cases (when dimR D =

oo ) occur on a set of measure zero.

Proof. See §5 below.   D

For example, on R4 consider four second order partial differential operators with

constant coefficients, then dimR D = 16 or oo and dimR D = 16 is the generic case.

The result, for this example, is equivalent to the fact that the general stable rank

two vector bundle £ on complex projective three space P¿ of topological type

Cf = 0, c2 = 4, a = 1 has

dimc 0 Hl(P¿,E(m)) = 16
m

(see Chang [1]).

This is no accident; one of the main goals of this paper is to establish a

relationship between the common null space of a system of constant coefficient

partial differential operators and the cohomology (Hx in particular) of certain vector

bundles on P¿!. Most of the results are straightforward once the algebrogeometric

machinery is available.

These ideas evolved as a result of a number of discussions with Dr. Charles

Micchelli, IBM Research, and to him must go the credit for introducing the author

to these problems from the point of view of approximation theory. The author has

also profited from several discussions with Dr. Klaus Hollig and Dr. Charles Chui of

Texas A & M.

Finally a word of personal thanks must go to my colleague Dr. David L. Johnson

for sharing his mathematical interests (especially in complex vector bundles) with me

over the years.

2. Differential operators—problems and facts. We wish to consider two easily

stated problems—the first dealing with systems of constant coefficient partial

differential equations, and the second concerning conformality conditions in ap-

proximation theory. Questions of this second type can be reformulated in alge-

brogeometric terms and are related to certain reflexive sheaves on P¿, complex

projective «-space (see Stiller [7] and §3 below).

Let PR" (P¿") denote the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in n

variables with coefficients in the real numbers R (complex numbers C). Note that

*..^.(«:î7')-(«+î-»)
and

«-.'i-(":*T1)-("+î-1)-

Let Pf,...,pm be homogeneous polynomials of degree dx,..., dm respectively in

R[jc,.xn], i.e. p¡ e Pr"", and let p¡(o) denote the corresponding linear homoge-

neous partial differential operator with constant coefficients given by
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We denote by D the common null space of the operators p¡(d) in the space of

real-valued infinitely differentiable functions on R":

D = {/g <g$; p((3)/=0for/ = l,...,m}.

Proposition 2.1 (Micchelli). dimR D < oo if and only if {z G C" - {(0,... ,0)}

s.t. Pi(z) = 0, i = 1,..., m} = 0. In other words, D is finite dimensional if and only

if the hypersurfaces Pi = 0 in P¿x have empty intersection (requiring in particular at

least as many equations as unknowns, i.e. m > n).

Proof. If there is a z0 g C" - {(0,... ,0)} with p¡(z0) = 0, i = 1,..., m, then

the real (or imaginary) part of any function <j>(z0 ■ x), <¡> holomorphic, is in D. (In

particular, if <£ is taken to be a polynomial of degree d, we see that D includes

polynomials of all degrees.)

Conversely, if the p¡ have no solution in P¿' then by the Nullstellensatz xf g

(Pi, ..., pm), the ideal generated by the p¡, for N sufficiently large. It follows that

every / G D is annihilated by every partial derivative of sufficient order (say >

(N - l)n + 1) and that / is a polynomial*.    D

Proposition 2.2 (Micchelli). ///g D and f = Y.f=Qfr, /, g #{£,, where each fr

is homogeneous of degree r then fr g D.    D

We define

Dk= {p^Pk":Pl(d)p = 0,i=l,...,m}.

Thus in the case when D is finite dimensional we have D = ® °° „ D, where D, = 0

for k sufficiently large, and in the infinite-dimensional case we have
00

© Dk = Z)poly c D

A=0

where Z)poly is the space of polynomial solutions to our system of partial differential

equations.

We now arrive at our first problem:

Problem 1. Find dimR Dk.

To formulate our second problem, we again take px,...,pm with p,-g P¿""

homogeneous polynomials of degree d¡ in n variables and consider the space Vk of

polynomial relations of total degree k:

^={(î,.?„)ï,^rJ"": t <?,/>, = o}.

Here it is understood that PR~d-n = 0 if d¡ > k. The spaces Vk arise in approxima-

tion theory in the context of the conformality conditions and the construction of

multivariate splines (see Chui and Wang [2] and Stiller [7]).

Problem 2. Find dimRF¿.

Note that dimRFA clearly increases with k. We shall see later, in the case

Pf,...,pm have no common solution in Pc~\ that Vk can be interpreted as

H°(P£~X, E(k)) and Dk as HX(P£~X, E(k)) for a suitable complex vector bundle E

on P¿~x. For now we shall content ourselves with showing that Problem 1 is

"equivalent" to Problem 2.
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Consider the linear map

T      "'

p*"~ e pf"",   p^(...,p,(3)p,...)
1=1

given by our system of differential operators p¡(d). The null space (kernel) of T is

Dk-

Proposition 2.3 (Micchelli). The null space (kernel) of the adjoint T* can be

identified with Vk. It follows that

^-^-srr-i-Vc:^1)
(where + means the value is 0ifk — dt< 0).

Proof. We make PR", or rather PR" ®R C = P¿-n, into a Hubert space by

defining (p,q) = p(d)q. Note that this is an inner product, because if p(x) =

T.apaxa and q(x) = T.qaxa where a is a multi-index a,,...,a„ of total degree

\a\ = a, + • • • +an = k then

3*
P(3)? = £ qaPß—ßX" = E a\qapß8aß = E «!?«/>«

a,0 °x a,/8 a

where a! = a, ! • • • o„! (see Stein and Weiss [12, p. 139]).

It follows easily that the adjoint T* of T is given by
tn

T*(qf,...,qm) = £ qiPi
; = 1

and an index computation gives the relationship between the dimensions.   D

We remark that the map T decomposes PR" (or P¿'") into an orthogonal direct

sum as

PR" = ker(T)eim(T*)

which over C gives

P¿<»=(Dk®RC)®Ik

where / = ®   Ik is the homogeneous ideal in C[x,,..., xn] generated by p,,..., pm.

Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and the remark following the proof of Proposition 2.3

above are due to Micchelli and were communicated privately to the author, who

wishes to again express his appreciation and gratitude by acknowledging Dr.

Micchelli's contribution.

In the case when D is finite dimensional, that is when the p¡ have no common

solution in P¿  x, we obviously have Dk = 0 for k sufficiently large. Thus

Corollary 2.4.

for k sufficiently large, provided that the p¡ have no common solution in P¿~x (see also

Stiller [7, Theorem 3.1]).    D
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On the other hand in the case D is infinite dimensional, let IcPc""' be the

nonempty closed subscheme defined by the coherent sheaf of ideals Jx associated

to the homogeneous ideal generated by the pt in C\xy ■ ■ ■ xj, then we shall show in

the next section that

Corollary 2.5. dimR Dk = dimc H°(X, Qx(k)) for k sufficiently large. (Of course

this is also valid in the case where D is finite dimensional because X = 0 and

dimcH°(X,0x(k)) = O.)   O

This corollary also follows from the remark after Proposition 2.3, because for k

large H°(P¿~X, Jx(k)) = Ik and the exact sequence

0^Jx(k)^Qn-i(k)^C>x(k)-»0

gives an exact sequence of //°'s; recall H°(P¿~X,&P„ ¡(k)) can be identified with
pk.n
rC    ■

As a special case of Corollary 2.5, when X is supported on a finite set of points,

we will have dimRDk independent of k for k sufficiently large, i.e. constant,

because in that case 0x(k) = 0X. In fact, we can say more in the general case.

Proposition 2.6. dim R Dk for k large can be given by a polynomial in k with

rational coefficients and degree equal to the dimension of X.

Proof. We have dimRDk = dimcH°(X,Ox(k)) for k large, so the polynomial

will be the Hubert polynomial for X (see Hartshorne [13, Chapter 1, §7]).    D

In particular for k large dimRDk is an increasing function of k so that

dimR Dk —> oo as k -» oo.

In the next section we proceed with the development of this algebrogeometric

approach to Problems 1 and 2. A complete answer in the two variable case is

discussed in §4 below, and some cases in three or more variables are discussed in our

last section.

3. Translation to vector bundles/reflexive sheaves. As before, let Pf,...,pm be

homogeneous polynomials in R[x, • • • xn], « > 2, and say p¡ has degree d¡ > 1 so

that Pi g Pg.». We identify P¿"n with /^(P^T1,^.-,(</,.)), the space of global

sections of the line bundle 0v.-i(d¡) over complex projective n - 1 space Pc-1.

Viewed in this way each p, gives rise to an injection

0 - flpg-.i-rf,)-» (Jpg-,.

We consider the direct sum

¿=i

The image of this map is a coherent sheaf of ideals Jx for a closed subscheme

X cz P¿x which is supported on the intersection of the hypersurfaces p, = 0 in

Pc-1. In fact, Jx is the coherent sheaf associated to the homogeneous ideal

generated by the p, in C[x, • • • xn\ Note that Jx = Cp„i when the p¡ have no

common solution in P¿~x—that is when D, the space of I?™  solutions / to our
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system of partial differential equations, p,(3)/= 0, i = 1,...,m, is finite dimen-

sional.

We consider the sequence
It!

(1) O^K^  0 0Pi-i(-di)^Jx^O
i= 1

where K is the kernel (a coherent sheaf on P¿,_i) and all the sequences we get after

tensoring with the line bundles &Pni(ky k e Z:

m

(2) O^K(k)^  0 tfP„ ,(*-d,.)-./,(*)-0.
/= 1

Proposition 3.1. dimc7/0(P£_1, £(/t)) = dimHP"A..

Proof. Taking the long exact cohomology sequence of (2) yields

0 - H°(K(k)) - H°i 0 0(k - d,)\ - H°(Jx(k))

We identify H°(®f=lO(k - d,)) with e™.1Pcr<'"" and H°(^x(k))(Z H°(&(k))

with the subspace of P^" consisting of those homogeneous polynomials of degree k

which " vanish" on X (caution-multiplicities). It is easily seen that a is the map
m m

0 j»c*-4.»_¿>c*«,      (,,.îb)h £ <7,/V
,=1 ,=1

The result follows.   D

Proposition 3.2. K is a reflexive sheaf on P¿'  ' and is in fact locally free ( vector

bundle) in the case n = 2,3 or in the case « > 4 when the p¡ have no common solution
all-

e-in p;' '

Proof. To show K is reflexive it is enough to show it it torsion free and normal.

Torsion free is obvious, and normality results from the fact that Jx is torsion free

(see [5, 1.1.12 Lemma, p. 150 and 1.1.16 Lemma, p. 158]). Now a reflexive sheaf has

its singularity set in codimension 3, so that when n = 2, P¿, or n = 3, P¿, it must be

locally free. Finally if the p, have no common solution in P¿' "x then K is the kernel

of a surjective map of locally free sheaves (vector bundles) and hence is locally free.

D

Proposition 3.3. For k sufficiently large

dimcH°{P£-x,K(k))

"A("+*-i~1)+"(,,»-ï1)+dimcA0(d''(*))

where the + indicates that we take

'n + k-d,-l\0    lfk_di<0
n - 1 /

and Gx, the cokernel in

o-^-xv.-x^-o,
is the structure sheaf of the closed subscheme X in P¿' ~ '.
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Proof. For k sufficiently large Hx(K(k)) = 0 and Hx(Jx(k)) = 0 and the result

follows easily from the usual long exact sequences in cohomology.   D

Combining this proposition with Proposition 3.1 gives Corollary 2.4 and Corollary

2.5.

We come now to the main result that allows us to translate the two problems of §2

— namely dim R Vk. — ? and dim R Dk = ?, into problems about vector bundles/re-

flexive sheaves on P¿'_1.

Theorem 3.4. Let p,,...,pm g R[x, • • • xn] be homogeneous polynomials in n-

vartables of degrees d¡,...,dm respectively. Consider the corresponding partial differen-

tial operators p,(3) G R[3/3x, • • • 3/3x„] and let D be the space of #{£, solutions to

this system of partial differential equations and let Dk be the homogeneous polynomials

of degree k in D,

D = {/g »¡¡j./.A(3)/-0, i — 1.m},    Dk = DnP£".

Ifn^3 and the p, have no common solution in P¿ ~x then we have for all k that

dimR Dk = dimcHx(P£-x, K(k))

and

dimRD= £ dimRDk=  £  dimcHl(P¿-\K(k))
k>0 keZ

where K(k) is the sheaf constructed above. (We should remark that

0 Hx{P¿-\K(k))
fceZ

can be viewed as a finite-length graded C[x, • • • xn]-module and that this module

appears in the vector bundle literature; see for example Hartshorne [4].)

Proof. On P¿'_1, n > 3, Hx of any line bundle is zero. Thus for all k G Z we

have

0 - H°(K(k)) -» //°( 0 cV„ .(* - rf,)) - H°{C)Prl(k)) - Hx(K(k)) - 0

and

dimcHHK(k))-dimcHx(K(k))=t[n + knldfl) + -(n+nk_~l).

We have seen that dimc H°(K(k)) = dimR^ and this coupled with Proposition 2.3

gives

dimcHx(K(k)) = dimRDk

and the result follows.   D

The case n = 2 is not covered in the theorem, but in this case the sheaf K is

locally free on P¿ and so by a result of Grothendieck [3] isomorphic to a sum of line

bundles 0p^(a,). Hence dimRFA. can be determined directly and from that dimRDk

and dim R D (see the next section).

4. Systems of constant coefficient partial differential equations in two variables. Let

Pf.p„, g R[x, y] be homogeneous polynomials of degree dx,...,dm respec-

tively. For convenience, we order the p, so that 1 < dx < d2 < • • • < dm. We adopt

the convention that Dk, Vk and PR2 are zero when k < 0.
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Recall our two questions: Find dimRDA and find dimRFA. Using a result of

Grothendieck [3] on the structure of vector bundles over P¿, and the results of Shatz

[6] on subbundles of vector bundles over P¿, we can say a great deal about these

questions in the two variable case.

First, we have shown
m

dimRF,-dimRZ)Á= £ (k-di+l) + -(k + l)

where the + means the value is 0 if k - dt < 0. Second, if the p, have a greatest

common factor p g P^2 of degree d > 1 then

dim R D = oo,

dimRDA = d    for k sufficiently large,

(because the scheme IcP¿ consists of d points if we count with multiplicity). We

can determine dim R Vk  by considering the analogous problem for p¡ = px/p g

P^d2. We will have Vk = Vk_d where

tr   (?1v,îJ^i,{-J':  £ <?,/>, = oJ.

In fact, we will also have in this case that

dimRDk = dimRDk_j + d    forked,

= k + 1    for 0 < k < d.

Thus we can always reduce the case where the p, have a common factor to one

where they do not, and so from now on in our discussion of the two variable case we

shall assume px,...,pm have no common factor. In this case we have, for every k,

the exact sequence of vector bundles (see §3 above):
m

o -* K(k) -> 0 aP,c(k - d,) - 0p.c/(*) - o,
/" = 1

where //°(P¿, K{k)) can be identified with Vk ® R C. In particular K is the kernel of

the map from ®"lx@{-d¡) onto 0 determined by the />„
m

0^ K^  0 0(-d¡) -»0-»O.
; = 1

By a theorem of Grothendieck [3] the vector bundle K is isomorphic to a direct sum

of line bundles (unique up to the order of the factors)

m-l

K=  0 0(-a¡).
7=1

Elementary considerations show that Y."'=f Oj = E"!^,  and a^ dx^l. If we

could determine the m - 1 numbers a7 we would then have

m-l

dimR^=  £  (k-a, + l) +

/-i

and
m — 1 m

dimRDA =  £  (*-ay+l) + - £ (fc - rf, + 1) + + k + 1.
,=i i=i
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Note that for k + 1 > max{a -'s, i/,'s}, we have

m m

dimRDk= £ d,- £ «, = 0.
i-l 7=1

In order to give a satisfactory answer, we must determine which sequences of

positive integers 1 < a, < • ■ • < am~f occur. This is answered by the following:

Definition 4.1. A sequence 1 ^ a, < • • • < am-i of positive integers is said to

be admissible for a given sequence 1 < dx < • • • < dm if

(l)Hn;-f1al = LT,ld„

(2)aj>dj, j = l,...,m-l,

(3) if / is the least index for which a¡ + d¡ then for j > / we should have

ai>dj+l.

Finally, the generic admissible sequence for a given sequence 1 < dY < ■ ■ • < dm

is that admissible sequence which is largest in the lexicographical ordering—i.e.

(ax • ■ ■ am_f) ^ (a[ ■ ■ ■ a'm_f) if the first nonzero difference aj - a, is positive.

Theorem 4.2. Given p,,..., pm homogeneous polynomials in R[x, y] with no

common factor as above, we have

m-l

dimRKA=  £  (k-aj+l) +

7-1

and

m — 1 m

dimRDk =  £  (k-aj+l) + - Z(k-d, + l) + +k+l
7=1 '=1

for some admissible sequence 1 < a, < ••• ^ am_v Conversely, every admissible

sequence arises in this way for some choice of p,,..., pm (possible some p, = 0).

Moreover, in the space ®m= ,Pr"2 = R5-^'<'/' + 1) of possible choices for the p, i/zere ¿5

a« ope« dense set (complement has measure zero and is cut out by polynomial

equations) of choices having no common factor for which the generic admissible

sequence occurs.

Proof. We need to determine all possible subbundles of ©™1 @(-d¡) of rank

m — 1 having quotient isomorphic to 0. This is done by Shatz in [6]. The statement

about the generic case is straightforward.   □

The generic admissible sequence gives the smallest possible dimension for the

space D given the orders (or degrees) d{ of the partial differential operators p,(3)

(or polynomials p¡).

We conclude this section with a number of examples. As usual p¡, i = 1,..., m,

will be a homogeneous polynomial of degree di in R[x, y\. We will assume, with no

loss of generality, that the p, are ordered so that 1 < </, < • ■ ■ < dm, and that the p,

have no common factor.

Cases, m = 2. In this case K = d(-dx — d2) and dim V, dim Dk, and dim D are

easily computed.
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m = 3. We divide the case of three polynomials into three subcases:

Subcase (1). d3 > dx + d2.

The generic sequence is a, = d, + d2, a2 = d3, and we can show that this occurs

if and only if p,, p2 have no common factor.

This in the generic case, we have K = 0(-dx - d2) © 6(-d3).

Subcase (2). d3 = dx + d2 - 1.

This is similar to Subcase (1) above except that the last listed sequence a, = </, +

d2, a2 = d3 does not occur and the generic sequence will instead be a, = dx + d2 - 1

(= d3) a2 = d3 + 1 (= df + d2). Note however that we still have

K = 6(-df - d2) + 0(-d3)

in the generic case and so the formulas for dim Vk, dim Dk, and dim D would remain

as in Subcase (1). One can show that the generic case occurs if and only if px,p2

have no common factor or px,p2  have a common factor of degree 1  (which

necessarily does not divide p3).

Subcase (3). dx + d2 - 2 ^ d3 (note dx > 2 necessarily).

The generic admissible sequences are

a, =
df + d2 + d3

df + d2 + d3 1     if dx + d2 + d3 is odd,

0 if dx + d2 + d3 is even,

where [(dx + d2 + d3)/2] is the largest integer less than or equal to

(dx + d2 + d-i)/2. It is more difficult in this instance to characterize when the

generic case occurs. Specifically, for the generic case we obtain

0, k <

dimKA

df + d2 + d3

2k - £ d, + 2,    k>
dx + d 2 + d3

dim Dk =

k + 1- £ [k-d,+ l]+,    k<
/ = !

0, k >

df + d2 + d3

dx+d2 + d3

dim O

2dfd2 + 2d2d3 + 2dxd3 - Z]=ld}
when dx + d2 + d3 is even,

2dxd2 + 2d2d3 + 2dxd3 - Z]=fd¡ + 1
when df + d2 + d2 is odd.

Next we consider a special case of a more general example arising from the theory

of box splines (see Micchelli and Dahman [9, 10, and 11]) where the operators are

certain compositions of directional derivatives in R" (with possible "multiplicities").

Let Pf = xm,y"'2, p2 = xm,(x + y)"'\ p3 = y""-(x + y)"'\ w, > 1, where mx < m2

^ m3. We are in Subcase (3) above as

d3 = m2 + m3 < df + d2 - 2 = 2m, + m2 + m3 - 2.
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An easy divisibility argument shows that there can be no relation in total degree

< [(df + d2 + d3)/2] = mx + m2 + m3. We must therefore be in the generic case,

and using our formula dim D = w,w2 + m2m3 + mpn3 which is equal to the

number of ways of picking a basis for R2 from the vectors

m, times m2 times m3 times

Micchelli and Dahman [11] have a general result for more vectors in more

variables, and in the sequel to this paper we plan to examine the resulting vector

bundles on P¿'-1.

Finally we consider the case p, = (a,x + ßjy)d, i = 1,..., m, m > 2, where the

vectors (at,ß^ in R2 are pairwise linearly independent. Results in Stiller [7] and

Chui and Wang [2] show that this case is generic.

5. Case of > 2 variables. The case of more than two variables is one that is

extremely interesting because of its relationship to vector bundles and reflexive

sheaves on P¿' ', n > 3. There has been a great deal of work done on vector bundles

on projective spaces in the last 10 years or so—some of it motivated by connections

with mathematical physics (instantons). In particular, there is now a wealth of results

available in the cases of P¿ and P¿. Less is known in higher dimensions. In this

paper we have dealt mostly with using vector bundle techniques to answer questions

of relevance to partial differential equations and in approximation theory. In our

sequel to this paper, we plan to turn the process around and use results in p.d.e. and

approximation theory to say something about vector bundles.

We close with the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the Introduction. This result illustrates

how to make use of the known facts about vector bundles to obtain results in n > 3

variables. Other examples can be manufactured using other classes of vector bun-

dles.

Proof (of Theorem 1.1). Let p, g P¿» denote a homogeneous polynomial in n

variables of degree d¡, for i = 1,..., n, and let K denote the locally free sheaf

0 *- 0 O^-ii-d,)*-* 0^-1 -0

which is the kernel of the map (J> induced by the p¡. (We are assuming that we are in

the case dimR D < 00.)

By Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 3.2, it is enough to show that

dimRKA = dimcH°(P£-\K(k))

= £        £        (-i)'(* + «-M¿7i + ---+4,)).

In order to show this, let F denote the sheaf © " , 6V„
l = \       rc

Koszul resolution (see Hartshorne [13])

¡(k - d¡). We then have the

0 -» A"F- A' A2F-+AXF F^Ol 0.
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It follows that K(k) has a resolution

0 -» (A"F)(k) -+ (A"-xF)(k) -* • • • ^ (A2F)(k) -* K(k) -> 0.

Now F is a sum of line bundles and so therefore is (A1 F)(k) for all /. In fact,

(A'F)(k)= 0 <Sp,,-\k-(dh+---+dl)).
l«7i< •■• <7/<"

It is easy to show that H°(K(k)) = ®¡'=2H°((A'F)(k)) and the result follows.   D
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